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**Science Today in Verse**  
Hope Leman, Samaritan Health Services

**Today’s Top Science News**

Bioelectric signals do something key  
And affect things substantially  
Doing something very few  
Anticipated they could do  
Meanwhile, we’ve had some news  
Of quite unprecedented views  
Of the sun that parallel instabilities  
In earth’s oceans and its seas  
Astronomers conclude early-type red  
Galaxies are more or less as good as dead  
But that those with gases at their core  
Can last 80 million years or more  
Dermatologists lament the blight  
That is ultraviolet light  
And warn us to beware its rays  
Even on chilly, cheerless, cloudy days  
Boys give each other the flu  
But your children give it not to you  

The government suggests it would be best  
Seldom mercury to ingest  
Breathing smoke from burning wood  
For your lungs is not good  
Surgical molecular navigation  
Is a desirable innovation  
Unemployment for morale is bad  
And the jobless are often sad  
Evidence of the ancient past  
Confirms Neanderthals didn’t last  
Female docs fall behind on pay  
Probably not good, authors say  
Australian lake glows in the dark  
Weight loss but walk in park  
And that’s the news that you get  
Of science from the Internet  
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